Finale/You Can Store Your Weed in my Heart

Dave
store their special stash... A safe and warm... and inviting place,

D.S.

E.Gtr.

Bass

Pno.
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Dave

Some thing that will last...

D.S.

E.Gtr.

Bass

Pno.

13

Comp chords in the style of the song
they can run to fast.
Well Cu-pid shot a bulls - eye dart, yeah

you can store your weed in my heart!
You can store it in a box or

choke
Keep time -- ride
Catch hits on drums
my heart. You can store it in a bag, or my heart. You can wrap it up in plastic, that

Fill
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would be fantastic but it still ain't quite my heart. Yeah you can store your weed in my heart!

Dave

D. S.

E.Gtr.

Bass

Pno.

Dave

D. S.

E.Gtr.

Bass

Pno.

Fill
I wasn't sure what you would think when you found out about me...
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Alicia

I really thought my heart would sink, and you would run and flee.

But

D. S.

here you are right by my side and I really do agree.

Keep time -- on ride

E.Gtr.

Comp chords in the style of the song

Bass

Pno.

But
Alicia

Cu-pid shot a bulls - eye dart, yeah you can store your weed in my heart!

D. S.
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E.Gtr.

mp

cresc.

Bass

mp

cresc.

Pno.

mp

cresc.

Alicia

You can store it in your sock or my heart. You can store it in your pants or
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Bass
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Alicia

_ my _ heart. You can store it in your car, you can store _ it in a _ jar, but it still ain't _ quite _ my heart.

D. S.

Fill

cresc. Ab F/A
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cresc.

Bass

Pno.

Alicia

Yeah you can store your weed in my heart!
I've always tried to have an open mind, but
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Steph.

Kyle

D. S.

E.Gtr.

Bass

Pno.

Don't knock things until you try, I've

I was closed off to you.

Em7  A  C  A/C#  D  G  A

found that to be true, I'm not quite sure weed is for me but I

Keep time -- on ride

Comp chords in the style of the song

I've

true.

you.

you.

you.

you.

you.

you.

you.

you.

you.

you.

you.

you.

you.
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love that you love it, boo, Cupid shot a bullseye dart, yeah

Cupid shot a bullseye dart, yeah

Finale/You Can Store Your Weed in my Heart

you can store your weed in my heart!

you can store your weed in my heart!

choke

You can store it on your shelf or

Choke

Keep time -- ride

Catch hits on drums

or

yeah

j

yeah

j
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You can store it in your drawer or in my heart. You can store it in a glass.

Yeah you can store your weed in my heart!

Yeah you can store your weed in my heart!
You can store it in a box or my heart. You can store it in a bag or

You can store it in a box or my heart. You can store it in a bag or

You can store it in a box or my heart. You can store it in a bag or

You can store it in a box or my heart. You can store it in a bag or

You can store it in a box or my heart. You can store it in a bag or

You can store it in a box or my heart. You can store it in a bag or

You can store it in a box or

store it in a bag or

store it in a box or

store it in a bag or

store it in a box or
Alicia

Steph.

Dave

Kyle

Sops

Altos

Ten/Bass

D. S.

E.Gtr.

Bass

Pno.

my heart. You can ah ________________ still ain't quite my heart!

my heart. You can wrap it up in plastic, that would be fantastic but it still ain't quite my heart!

my heart. You can ah ________________ still ain't quite my heart!

my heart. You can ah ________________ still ain't quite my heart!

my heart. You can ah ________________ still ain't quite my heart!

my heart. You can ah ________________ still ain't quite my heart!

my heart. You can ah ________________ still ain't quite my heart!

Finale/You Can Store Your Weed in my Heart
Come on down to the weed shop. Everybody goes to the weed shop.

You can store it in a box or my heart. You can store it in a bag or

Keep time -- ride
Catch hits on drums
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Don't be scared of the weed shop.

You can wrap it up in plastic, that would be fantastic but it
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Alicia

Steph.

Dave

Kyle

Sops

Altos

Ten/Bass

D. S.

E.Gtr.

Bass

Pno.
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Riffs/Solo
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Altos

D. S.

Bass
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goes to the weed shop.

yon-ce goes to the weed shop.

yon-ce goes to the weed shop.

yon-ce goes to the weed shop.

yon-ce goes to the weed shop.

yon-ce goes to the weed shop. So come on down to the weed shop.

yon-ce goes to the weed shop. So come on down to the weed shop.

yon-ce goes to the weed shop. So come on down to the weed shop.

yon-ce goes to the weed shop. So come on down to the weed shop.

Riffs are optional and can be ad. lib'd. Suggested riffs are written out, but can be modified.

Sops

still ain't quite my heart! still ain't quite my heart! still ain't quite my heart! still ain't quite my heart!

Altos

Ten/Bass

D. S.
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I believe in weed

Don't be scared of the weed

Come shop at the weed shop! I shop, you shop, we shop.

Don't be scared of the weed
Alicia

I believe in weed.

Steph.

You'll see your friends at the weed shop.

Dave

You'll see your friends at the weed shop.

Kyle

You'll see your friends at the weed shop.

Riffs/Solo

Male solo (or low alto):

Sops

Weed shop yeah yeah!

Altos

All shop at the weed shop!

Ten/Bass

Come on down to the weed shop!

D. S.

Come on down to the weed shop!

E.Gtr.

Come on down to the weed shop!

Bass

Come on down to the weed shop!

Pno.

Come on down to the weed shop!
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Don't be scared of the weed shop.

Come on down to the weed shop.
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Alicia
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Dave

Kyle
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Sops

Altos
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shop to night!